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December deal on “phase 1”

• Existing rights “broadly” preserved (including health, access to 

benefits, etc)

• Access to settled status for all those exercising free movement 

rights before Brexit Day

• Changes to family rights, in particular right to be joined by partner

• Enforcement by national courts but largely following ECJ 

jurisprudence



What should EP focus on?  

• Devil is in detail: everything needs to be translated 

into legal texts.

• Particular issues around family rights.

• “Settled status”: how to ensure commitment to 

streamlined system, with presumption in favour of 

applicant, is meaningful/enforceable

• “Independent national authority”: needs clear legal 

status, genuinely independent, with real teeth



Transition..

• “Free movement will end” after Brexit [UK government]

• “Existing framework of rules and regulations” during transition 

period [also UK government]

• “Full application of the acquis” during transition [Commission]

• How to reconcile – in particular do those who arrive after Brexit 

Day have right to apply for settled status? 

– Moral case clearly not the same

– But very strong practical arguments.  Anything else means 

legal/administrative limbo..



Framework for the future relationship

Is migration and labour mobility on the agenda at all?  Both sides 

need to decide what they want..

• Pros:

– Trade (especially in services) and migration are 

complements

– Even CETA has some (limited) provisions

– Clear economic benefits to even limited EU-UK labour 

mobility

• Cons:

– Migration more problematic politically than trade

– Legally complex for EU27



What if UK changes its mind?

• UK government red lines rule out Single Market/free movement

• Majority in Parliament (and electorate?) may disagree

• Suppose UK hits “reset” button

• “Offer” to EU is:

– UK voted for Brexit & is leaving EU

– Reflects fundamental incompatibility of UK with EU political structures

– But want to preserve closest possible economic relationship with EU

– This includes Single Market and Customs Union

– We accept this means freedom of movement

– Want to discuss what form of FM would be compatible with UK membership of 

SM (but not EU political structures)

• Not on agenda now – but politics moves fast
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